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Tone perception fMRI task

Changes in neural sensitivity to foreign 
language speech after in-class learning
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Brain activation prior to learning is 
related to future learning outcomes

◄ (A) Brain activation to Mandarin 
speech before and (B) after taking 
a Mandarin course, and changes 
resulting from training. (C) Changes 
were found in left language areas: 
(D-F) IFG, SPL, and ITG, and only 
in the Speech condition.

▲ Using students' before-class fMRI 
activation, (A) activation in bilateral 
IFG related to Mandarin speech 
perception; (B) activation in right IFG 
related to future Mandarin attainment; 
(C) activation in left IFG related to 
long-term retention of Mandarin skills.

Voxel-level p < 0.05
Cluster-level FWE p < 0.05

How does the adult brain change as a result of typical 
classroom-based foreign language training? How do 
pre-training neural differences affect learning?

Young adults (N=24) with no prior Mandarin experience  
underwent an intensive month-long, half-day, introductory 
Mandarin course (3.5 hours per day, 5 days per week for 
4 weeks; plus an average of 2.7 hours of daily 
homework), equivalent to a semester-long course.

Participants completed the textbook The New Practical 
Chinese Reader Textbook 1 /  新实用汉语课本 (Liu 2010) 
and were assessed at the end of the course with both a 
comprehensive oral and written final exam and the 
Chinese National Office for Teaching Chinese as a 
Foreign Language's standardized Chinese Proficiency 
Test (HSK) / 汉 语 水 平考 试 . Participants' long-term 
retention of Mandarin skills was reassessed 90 days later

Participants completed an fMRI experiment both before 
and after the month-long Mandarin course, including 
Mandarin speech and non-speech discrimination tasks.

 

 

HD-tDCS stimulation location and current flow maps

Learning a foreign language is 
more challenging for some 
adults than others. How can 
we help those who struggle 
with languages learn better?

The Pitch Contour Perception 
Test (PCPT) is a strong predictor 
of how well adults can learn 
words with lexical tones like 
those in Mandarin Chinese.

We recruited adults who scored 
poorly on the PCPT – and who 
were therefore predicted to be 
poor learners of a tone-based 
vocabulary – to attempt learning 
while receiving noninvasive brain 
stimulation.

◄ Nearly half of the low-aptitude 
learners who received active 
tDCS performed better than 
expected based on their PCPT 
score; they have similar learning 
rates and outcomes to those of 
high-aptitude learners. They also 
generalize better when the words 
are spoken by untrained talkers.

However, half of the learners 
who received active stimulation 
exhibited no improvement.

All of the low-aptitude learners 
who received sham stimulation 
learned the vocabulary poorly, as 
expected.

Noninvasive brain stimulation improves 
learning in some low-aptitude learners

Lexical tone vocabulary training design

▲ (A) Participants learned a vocabulary of 18 
words: 6 syllables each superimposed with 3 
Mandarin lexical tones (level, rising, falling) 
over the course of 4 days. Tonal words were 
associated with real objects, and participants 
practiced identifying the words with feedback. 
Each word was spoken by 4 different talkers. 
(B) Learning progress was measured on a 
daily word identification test with al 72 tokens. ▼

Noninvasive brain stimulation (high-definition 
transcranial direct current stimulation, HD-tDCS) 
was applied over left IFG with anodal polarity at 
2mA. Participants were randomly assigned to 
real or “sham” stimulation, which lasted the full 
course of each training and testing session 
(~15-20 min). Locations of stimulating (anodal) 
and return (cathodal) electrodes and maps of 
cerebral current flow are shown below.

White matter integrity predicts 
learning outcomes

Outcome correspondence in 
structure and function

Functional responses reflect 
learning outcome

Improved perception of Korean 
three-way stop consonants

Korean 3-way contrast: 
lenis / aspirated / fortis  
ban  반 / pan 판 / ppan 빤

▲(A) Fractional anisotropy of 
the left SLFp fiber tract was 
not only correlated with, but 
also significantly predictive of 
(B) learning after a single 
training session, (C) learning 
after 4 days of training, and 
(D) long- term retention 60 
days after the end of training.

►
(A,B) Locations in IFG and 
SMG where activation after 
training was related to learning 
attainment. These clusters lie 
at the anterior and posterior 
termini of SLFp, in which 
fractional anisotropy predicted 
future learning success. (C) 
This structure-function overlap 
is shown in a 3D volume.

▲Learners' ability to use the 
3-way Korean stop consonant 
contrast to recognize words 
improved over the 4 training 
sessions, with some of the 
vocabulary retained 60 days 
later. In-scanner discrimination 
of Korean consonants after 
training was related to how 
much of the vocabulary was 
learned.

►
After training, brain activation 
to Korean speech in two high- 
level language areas (IFG and 
SMG) was correlated with how 
successful participants were at 
learning the vocabulary (voxel- 
level p < 0.01; cluster-level 
FWE p < 0.05).

What are the specific brain changes associated with learning a new 
phonological contrast as an adult? How do individual differences in brain 
structure before training predict future learning success? What is the 
relationship between the structural predictors and the functional outcomes?

Young adults (N=37) with no prior Korean experience and less than 2 years of 
experience with any other foreign language participated in a 4-day, hour-long, 
laboratory-based training paradigm, in which they learned to associate 18 
pseudowords with photographs. The pseudowords comprised 6 minimal triplets 
based on the Korean 3-way laryngeal stop consonant contrast (e.g.,  불 /bul/ 
“fire”;  풀 /pul/ “grass”;  뿔 /ppul/ “horn”). This differs from the 2-way voicing 
contrast in English (pat / bat), and is particularly challenging for English-speaking 
adults to learn.

Before learning, participants were scanned with structural (diffusion) and 
functional MRI. In the scanner, they performed a stop-consonant discrimination 
task in English and Korean. After training, they underwent another functional MRI 
scan using the same task.

►The Korean 3-way laryngeal top consonant contrast. Lenis stops (top panels) 
have a positive voice-onset time (VOT), are aspirated, and have a low onset 
F0. Aspirated stops (middle panels) have a long positive VOT, are aspirated, 
and have a modal onset F0. Fortis stops (bottom panel) have a short positive 
VOT, no aspiration, and modal onset F0.


